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Alhama de Murcia Council. 

Councillor – Delegate for Urban Planning. 

 

APPEARING:  

 
NEIL SIMPSON, of legal age, in the name and on behalf of, as President, the URBAN  

CONSERVATION ENTITY OF CONDADO DE ALHAMA PARTIAL PLAN SECTOR 

US 14-02-01, with tax number: V73758666 and address at Centro Comercial Al Kasar s/n. 

 

The address for notification purposes is that of the Administrator – Secretary, the 

company SIC ADMIBURGOS, S.L., located at Paseo Marinero Luís de Torres, no. 5, 1º-F, 

30.007-Murcia, and email address: info@admiburgos.com  

 

STATING:   

 

 I. That in repeated letters the Urban Entity has requested this Council to issue a 

declaration on certain subjects of essential interest to the Entity, specifically the following: 

 

a) A claim has been made to Alhama council, insofar as it is obliged to ensure the 

urban legality that, through the implementation of guarantees or any other means at 

its disposal, it will correct the irregular situation detected on verifying that the 

urbanisation does not have its own infrastructures to guarantee the supply of water 

for the irrigation of public green areas, which constitutes an evident legal breach of 

urban planning, being a mandatory essential service. The only pipe that allows for 

the supply of water for irrigating the public gardens, presumably implemented 

outside the Urbanisation Project and without the mandatory municipal licence, is 

currently the property of a third party outside the Complex, namely SAREB, who, 

taking advantage of the irregular lack of the required infrastructures, requires the 

Entity to pay an excessive fee in order to allow its use. Moreover, there is a lack of 

clarity and transparency regarding the ownership and legal situation of other 

essential infrastructures within the area of the urbanisation. 

 

Therefore, to repeat, the following has been required of the Council: 

 

1. The implementation of the relevant actions to comply with the legal obligation to 

endow the urbanisation works under the Urban Entity within the scope of the 

Condado de Alhama Partial Plan with its own network for the supply of irrigation 

water for public green areas.   

 

2. The legal certification in writing that all the pipes between the irrigation ponds, 

the WWTP and the lake on La Isla were appropriately and fully accepted 

administratively, and that measures are taken which are appropriate to avoid any 

disruption by third parties and to guarantee the Urban Entity the free possession, 

use and disposal of these infrastructures. 

 
b) A claim has been made to Alhama council that, either at their own cost or through 

their Insurer, they replace the cabling for public street lighting that was stolen, 

leaving various public areas of the Complex in total darkness and in situation of 

obvious risk for the safety of persons and the transit of vehicles. 
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c) A claim has been made to Alhama council for the repair of the defects awaiting 

rectification in the municipal park and the production of an agreement for its 

maintenance. 

 

d) A claim has been made to Alhama council for clarification of the boundaries of 

the lake on La Isla.  

 

II. None of the repeated letters presented by the Urban Entity on the relevant subjects 

listed above has been replied to by Alhama council, thus it is not known whether the mandatory 

file has been opened up for each case. 

 

This unjustified failure regarding the essential obligations incumbent on this Authority 

causes obvious damage to the Urban Conservation Entity and leaves it manifestly helpless. 

 

Thus, 

 

REQUESTING:  
 

That this letter be taken into account along with the manifestations contained 

within it, and: 

 

 1. In accordance with article 13 d. e. of Law 39/2015, a reply be given in writing 

on the status of the files relating to all the issues raised by the Urban Conservation Entity 

regarding the matters referred to in section I of this document. 

 

2. In accordance with the legal obligation set out in article 21 of Law 39/2015, an 

express resolution be given on all of the problems detailed by the Conservation Entity 

regarding all the matters alluded to in section I of this document. 

 

3. That, in any case, for the purposes set out in article 20 of Law 39/2015, relating 

to the responsibility of public staff in administrative procedures, we be informed legally in 

writing of the personal data of the civil servant/s responsible for the service entrusted with 

dealing with each of the matters raised by the Conservation Entity regarding the issues 

referred to in section I of this document. 

 

This Entity reserves the right to take legal action in the event that this Council and 

its staff continue in their failure to comply with their legal obligation to inform and issue 

this express resolution. 

 

In Alhama de Murcia, 6th September 2018.   

 

Signed: Neil Simpson. 

President, Urban Entity.  







 

Codigo/ 

code

Parcela y Propietario/ plor 

and owner

Tipo/ 

type

deuda 30 

junio/ debt 

30th june

deuda 31 

julio/ debt 

31st july

deuda 31 

agosto/ debt 

31st august Observaciones/ observations

2 C-1.2 EQ. DEPORTIVOS CONDADO C 2 570,27 € 1.140,54 € 0,00 € paga por transferencia/ pays by transfer

22 C-27 ALISEDA, SA 2 16,79 € 16,79 € 16,79 €

paga por transferencia, en contacto en cuanto a las cantidades pendientes/ 

pays by transfer, in contact about the outstanding amounts.

21 R-18 ALISEDA, SA 2 72,29 € 72,29 € 72,29 €

paga por transferencia, en contacto en cuanto a las cantidades pendientes/ 

pays by transfer, in contact about the outstanding amounts.

14 C-11.2 GNK DESARROLLOS S.L. 2 0,00 € 448,07 € 448,07 € PENDIENTE DE PAGO/ payment pending

13 9BIS GNK DESARROLLOS S.L. 2 0,00 € 1.137,41 € 1.137,41 € PENDIENTE DE PAGO/ payment pending

36 R-14.2 ALISEDA, SA 2 1.204,50 € 1.204,50 € 1.204,50 €

paga por transferencia, en contacto en cuanto a las cantidades pendientes/ 

pays by transfer, in contact about the outstanding amounts.

32 R-9 SOLARES GNK DESARROLLOS S. 2 674,96 € 1.373,70 € 1.373,70 € PENDIENTE DE PAGO/ payment pending

23 EP-28 GNK DESARROLLOS S.L. 2 0,00 € 1.713,95 € 1.713,95 € PENDIENTE DE PAGO/ payment pending

11 R-8 ALISEDA, SA 2 2.673,60 € 2.673,60 € 2.673,60 €

paga por transferencia, en contacto en cuanto a las cantidades pendientes/ 

pays by transfer, in contact about the outstanding amounts.

18 R-15 ALISEDA, SA 2 3.402,01 € 3.402,01 € 3.402,01 €

paga por transferencia, en contacto en cuanto a las cantidades pendientes/ 

pays by transfer, in contact about the outstanding amounts.

25 ST-59 POLARIS WORLD REAL ESTAT 2 6.689,68 € 6.946,62 € 6.946,62 € concurso de acreedores/ bankrupcy process

26 ST-60 POLARIS WORLD REAL ESTAT 2 6.689,68 € 6.946,62 € 6.946,62 € concurso de acreedores/ bankrupcy process

27 ST-61 POLARIS WORLD REAL ESTAT 2 6.689,68 € 6.946,62 € 6.946,62 € concurso de acreedores/ bankrupcy process

28 ST-62 POLARIS WORLD REAL ESTAT 2 6.689,68 € 6.946,62 € 6.946,62 € concurso de acreedores/ bankrupcy process

29 ST-66 POLARIS WORLD REAL ESTAT 2 6.689,68 € 6.946,62 € 6.946,62 € concurso de acreedores/ bankrupcy process

24 C-29 SH.R SAREB, S.A. 2 6.058,71 € 6.970,52 € 6.970,52 €

LOS GESTORES DE OGF GESTION DE FIRMAS CONFIRMARON QUE PAGARÍAN 

PERO NO HAN PAGADO/ the managers confirmed that a transfer would be 

made, have not made it

6 C-3 AGROFRUITS LEVANTE SL 2 8.608,24 € 9.639,12 € 9.639,12 €

burofax enviado, a espera de respuesta del ayuntamiento/ burofax sent to 

the company, informed town hall, waiting for answer

31 R-12 SOLARES EDANTRI XXI, S.L. 2 8.572,48 € 9.941,76 € 9.941,76 €

ILOCALIZABLE, NO CONTESTAN EN EMPRESA. NO SABEN QUIEN GESTIONA LA 

DEUDA/ can not locate, company does not answer, can not find the manager 

of the property. 

19 R-16 AGROFRUITS LEVANTE SL 2 9.691,66 € 11.242,67 € 11.242,67 €

burofax enviado, a espera de respuesta del ayuntamiento/ burofax sent to 

the company, informed town hall, waiting for answer

7 R-4 SAREB (BANKIA) 2 8.353,35 € 12.426,72 € 12.426,72 €

AÚN NO TIENEN GESTORES POR EL CAMBIO DE BMN A BANKIA/ There are no 

new managers since fusion of BMN and Bankia

30 ALKASAR COM.PROP.CENTROCOMERCI2 9.534,75 € 14.184,65 € 14.184,65 € paga por transferencia/ pays by transfer

16 C-13 AGROFRUITS LEVANTE SL 2 19.317,48 € 21.372,96 € 21.372,96 €

burofax enviado, a espera de respuesta del ayuntamiento/ burofax sent to 

the company, informed town hall, waiting for answer

17 R-14.1 SAREB (BMN) 2 18.997,86 € 21.676,88 € 21.676,88 €

AÚN NO TIENEN GESTORES POR EL CAMBIO DE BMN A BANKIA/ There are no 

new managers since fusion of BMN and Bankia

20 R-17 ISLA COM.PROP. LA ISLA DE 2 1.960,03 € 33.487,87 € 33.487,87 € paga por transferencia/ pays by transfer

1 R-1.1 JAR-I COM. PROP. JARDINE1 0,00 € 36.585,93 € 36.585,93 € paga por transferencia/ pays by transfer

3 1.3 JAR-II COM. PROP. JARDINES2 0,00 € 59.581,48 € 59.581,48 € paga por transferencia/ pays by transfer

9 R-6 AGROFRUITS LEVANTE SL 2 66.000,53 € 76.556,81 € 76.556,81 €

burofax enviado, a espera de respuesta del ayuntamiento/ burofax sent to 

the company, informed town hall, waiting for answer

4 R-2.1 AGROFRUITS LEVANTE SL 2 80.705,57 € 92.928,80 € 92.928,80 €

burofax enviado, a espera de respuesta del ayuntamiento/ burofax sent to 

the company, informed town hall, waiting for answer

8 R-5 POLARIS WORLD REAL ESTATE, 2 127.519,57 € 132.413,88 € 132.413,88 € concurso de acreedores/ bankrupcy process

15 R-12 NAR-II COM. PROP. NARANJO 2 148.170,97 € 205.179,28 € 205.179,28 € paga por transferencia/ pays by transfer

12 R-9 NAR-I COM. PROP. NARANJOS 2 238.639,77 € 278.364,48 € 278.364,48 € paga por transferencia/ pays by transfer

ENTIDAD URBANÍSTICA DE CONSERVACIÓN


